Map Journey ~ Navigating Wholeness in the Field of Grace
In 2019, “my guys” downloaded the Wholeness Map to me. It was a single image that spoke volumes about
where we currently are as humans, and what we have the potential to be when we remember and embrace the
truth of us. I realized I was being given a map to assist in the journey beyond our limited awareness into a fully
integrated, aligned Whole Being! I was blown away by the depth and the simplicity. As I shared the map with a
few mentoring clients, it blossomed, and the results were life changing.
Since completing the Wholeness Alignment, some of you will be happy to gently receive guidance and let your
path unfold. However, some of you will feel called to this particular opportunity as part of the unfolding of your
path. Trust yourself to know.
Join this group if you would like to:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Become rooted in Grace and strengthen your Foundation of Being so it is unshakeable.
Discover YOU, and clear anything that keeps you from embracing yourself fully.
Gain a higher perspective on your life, experiences, and relationships so that you are no longer like
velcro (stuff doesn’t stick to you).
Recognize your part in everything and the power you hold to cause positive change.
Discover practical tools and insights to help you navigate the landscape of everyday life.
Recognize the effects of your choices, and discover how to return to Grace.
Discover your taproot into the Divine, while fully grounded into the world of matter and physicality.
Start to recognize the communication and intuition that comes to you… learn your unique language.
Begin to understand your path and purpose.

The first Session is foundational to get the maximum benefit from all that follow. Please don’t skip it! Each
session will build on the prior, so it is advised to attend/ watch all the sessions.
We will be coming together in a safe space for this journey and transformation. This will entail deep inner
exploration and honest awareness on an individual basis. You will be given tools, insights, and perspectives to
work with between sessions so you can begin to recognize the positive changes in your life. This will enable
you to embrace your full potential with clarity, and move forward on your chosen Divine path with ease and
grace.

Each module will include:
●
●
●

Sue and “the guys” talking about the topic to provide insight and perspective and to “stir up” what is
ready to be cleared.
Going into the Field of Grace to make new choices and clear old beliefs, patterns, assumptions,
programming.
Receiving practical tools, insights, and new perspectives to work with between sessions.

Meeting topics:
●

●

●

●

Session 1
○ A - Map of Wholeness - recognizing the landscape - Accessing Grace
○ B - You and Your Self
Session 2
○ A - You and Your World - Relationships
○ B - You and Your World - Experiences
Session 3
○ A - You and Creation
○ B - You and Your Body
Session 4 ○ A - You and Your Path and Purpose
○ B - Summary and What’s Next

If you have not completed the Wholeness Alignment process, you will need to do so. There is a
session scheduled for Sept 4th - Information can be found at SueCimino.com/events/

Q & A sessions - related to the current session. You may attend 1, both, or none, as you are called. During
this session you will be able to:
●
●
●
●

Ask questions about the current session.
Share feedback on what you have experienced.
Go into another Field of Grace Clearing as appropriate for the group.
Learn from the questions and feedback of others.

This opportunity will be offered by donation. Details will be provided.
I deeply appreciate you and all you bring.
May you be forever blessed with Miracles and Grace,
Sue

